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Boston - In the fourth quarter,
emerging markets debt (EM debt)
capped a remarkable recovery from
the March pandemic sell-off with
one of the strongest quarters in
recent memory. In November, the
macro backdrop turned sharply
positive with news of the COVID-19
vaccine and the U.S. presidential
election, which was fairly quickly
determined to be a clear victory for
Joe Biden, notwithstanding protests
by President Trump.
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This is the first of a two-part series
examining the green bond market.
This blog looks at factors behind the
recovery of green bonds following
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and
the outlook for expanded growth in
2021 as sovereign issuance climbs.
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The views expressed in these posts are those of the authors and are current only through the date stated. These views are subject to change at any time based upon market or
other conditions, and Eaton Vance disclaims any responsibility to update such views. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice and, because investment decisions
for Eaton Vance are based on many factors, may not be relied upon as an indication of trading intent on behalf of any Eaton Vance strategy. The discussion herein is general in
nature and is provided for informational purposes only. There is no guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.
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